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Sierra Nevada Runoff into San Francisco Bay - Why Has It Come Earlier Recently? - 
Mike Dettinger, Dan Cayan, and Dave Peterson 
USGS, Sun Diego 

By the time most of the Sierra Nevada 
snowpack has melted each summer, 
freshwater outflows from the Sacra- 
mento-San Joaquin Delta to San Fran- 
cisco Bay are typicall small, even after 

outflows during the warm months (in 
comparison with the large flows of 
winter and spring) are overwhelmed 
by salty coastal waters, and the bay 
becomes more and more salty as sum- 
mer progresses. Because lon er low- 

saltier, timing of the Sierra Nevada 
snowmelt and runoff, which are the 
source of the delta flows, has a ro- 

bay and, thus, can affect its ecosys- 
tems (Peterson ef al1995). 
Consequently a recent tenden toward 
earlier snowmelt and runox- de- 
scribed in this article - is a matter of 
concern. Is it a symptom of global 
warming? Is it a response to local or 
regional urban heat-island effects? Or 
is it 'ust a normal art of thevariability 

bilities raise concerns a so about how 
much earlier the low-flow seasons in 
San Francisco Bay might begin in the 
future if the observed trends continue 

the wettest wmters. Y7-I ese small delta 

flow seasons allow the bay to % ecome 

found influence on the salinity o P the 

of d alifornia's hy&olog'i? These possi- 

and how well the bay ecos stems will 

changes. 
The "earlier runoff trend was first 
noted b Maurice Roos, DWR, in 1987 

year-to-year variabi ity, the runoff- 
timing trend can be detected b eye 
(Figure la) and is SigTUficantly c&fer- 
ent from randomchance occurrences 

statistical tests 

be able to cope with the x ow-timing 

(Roos I? 987). Althou h it has much H 

diminished from almost 50% to less 
than 40%. The trend toward smaller 
la te-spring and early-summer fractions 
of each year's streamflow from the 
Sierra Nevada is shown in Figure la. 
This trend has been compensated for 
by a subtler set of op osite trends 

streamflow during the same period! 
The influence of these monthly trends 
on the overall timing of streamflow in 
the American River near Sacramento 
is shown in Figure lb, in which the 
average recent flow regme is com- 

ared with the average flow regime 
gom 30 years ago, when flows usually 
peaked almost a month later. Inspec- 

toward more winter an C Y  early-sprin 

tion of a lar e collection of streamflow 

occurred throu hout much of t e 
western United 8 tates. A clue to their 
origin is that in the Sierra Nevada 
these changes are most accentuated in 
middle albtudes and are muted in 
streamflow records re resenting very 
high more than 230 8 m) or very low 

The mechanism involved in these 
trends is mostly a hastening of the 
peak snowmelt period in recent dec- 
ades in response to an observed trend 
toward warmer Januaries, Februar- 
ies, and Marches in the Sierra Nevada p e 2). Actually, this temperature 

uence is somewhat surpnsing, be- 
cause historically the dominant con- 
trol on seasonal runoff-timing 
fluctuations has been precipitation 
timing rather than tem erature 

however, temperatures throughout 
the year in the Sierra Nevada have 
increased, with the January-March 
season experiencin the reatest 

w-i ears ( ettinger and Cayan 1995). 
k m n g  the same period, recipitation 

a records in 2 icates that similar chan es 

(less 6 an 1,000 m) altitudes. 

(Cayanetal 1993). Since the P ate 1940~~ 

, a total of a % &  out 2 ) in 50 

timing has shown little ip any overall 
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Figure 1 
CHANGES IN RUNOFF TIMING 

a. AprilJune Fraclions of Annual Streamflow in 
Eight Major Rivers 

b. Mean Monthly American River Flow Fractions 
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Fi ure 2 

AVERAGE OF FOUR SIERRA NEVADA 
WINTER MEAN TEMPERATURE IN AN 

WEATHER STATIONS 

trend. The runoff-timin response i 

because at these altitudes the snow 
pack and winter runoff are most sen 
sitive to small changes in winte 
temperature. At low altitudes, tem 
perature is less important becausl 

recipitation falls mostly as rain; a 
ggh  altitudes, winter are so cold tha 
fluctuations of a degree or two do no 
matter. About 67% of Sierra Nevad, 
watersheds are in the sensitive mid 
dle-altitude range. Notably, thc 
warming since the late 1940s has lec 
to earlier snowmelt and runoff of win 
ter and spring precipitation but nc 
detectable change in the quantity o 
total runoff - in keeping with recen 
watershed-simulation studies by Det 
tinger and Jeton (1994). 

most pronounced at mi 3 dle altitude 

To answer questions about the nature 
of these trends, we turned to broader- 
scale climate measures. Analysis of 
the historical fluctuations of winter- 
time atmospheric circulation over the 
North Pacific Ocean and western 
North America identifies broad, slow 
changes that have been the immediate 
causes of the warming and runoff- 
timing trends (Dettinger and Cayan 
1995). The circulation changes are il- 
lustrated in Figure 3 in terms of a 
statistical measure of long-term 

fields about 

plotted in that figure is a measure of 
the correlation between time and the 
pressure series at each point on the 
map. These statistics range from +1 
when ap lied to an uninterrupted ris- 
ing trenz to 0 for a non-trending se- 
ries, to -1 for steady negative trends. 
The long-term pressure changes 
found signify an increasing tendency 
for the winter wind pattern over the 
North Pacific and West Coast to bend 
away from the usual aths alon lati- 
tude circles to some &! like &e ar- 
row in Figure 3. This win pattern has 
brought air to California from farther 
south more often than usual in recent 
winters. The progression of the winter 
winds toward this configuration can 
be illustrated by a time series of "pat- 
tern correlations'' between each win- 
ter's average wind pattern and the 
contours in Figure 3. (Like the Ken- 
dall's-tau statistic, these pattern corre- 
lations range from +1 when 
calculated for two ma s that are the 
same at each point, to g for two maps 
that bear no overall resemblance to 
each other, to -1 for a ma and its 

ter circulation patterns and the 
contours of Figure 3 is shown in Fi - 
considerable year-to-year variability 
- that the resemblance has own in 

circulation has unleashed a cham of 

changes in the 

photographic ne ative.) T i  s meas- 
ure of the resemb 7 ance between win- 

ure 4, in which it is evident - ami 1 st 

recent decades. Thus, the c a ange in 

Figure 3 
KENDALL'S-TAU TREND-TEST STATISTICS 

FOR JANUARY-MARCH 
700-MBAR HEIGHT ANOMALIES, 1948-1992 

Shaded where significanlly trending and 
dashed where negative. 

effects: a more southerly source for 
winter winds, leading to warmer win- 
ter temperatures in the Sierra Nevada, 
leadin to earlier snowmelt and run- 

% off, an % contributin to early peaks of 
delta outflow to the ay (Petersonet al 
1995). 
A further aspect of these atmos heric- 
circulation chan es concerns tK e per- 
sistence of wea i t  er patterns during 
the course of each m t e r  and, thus, 
the predictability of winter weather. 
One measure of the month-to-month 
similarities between winter/s ring 
climate patterns over the N O J  Pa- 
cific Ocean is the season-average 
lag ed-pattern correlations of sea- 
sur B ace temperature, also shown in 

closely related to the specific atmos- 
heric-circula tion patterns implied %y Figure 3. As is clearly shown in 

Fi e 4, month-to-month persistence 
o P sea-surface temperature patterns 
has been increasing in recent decades 
and, even more 
persistence and 

correlation coefficient of +0.6). The 
most persistent sea-surface tempera- 
ture patterns have been shown (by 
Dettinger et a1 1994) to be most often 
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Figure 4 
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CORRELATIONS 

AMONG ATMOSPHERIC AND 

Solid symbols and curve are correlations between contours 
of Figure 3 and winter mean 700-mbar anomalies. 0 en 
symbols and dashed curve show average January-lay 
lag-one-month pattern correlations of North Pacific sea. 
surface temperatures. 
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